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Achieving sustainability in the construction supply chain

I. Adetunji MSc, EngD, A. D. F. Price PhD, CEng, FICE, FCIoB and P. Fleming PhD, GradICE, MIHT

Sustainable construction and supply chain management (SCM) have, in recent years, become two of the most important performance-related issues within the construction industry. To achieve corporate sustainability within any organisation, it is essential that sustainability issues are addressed throughout the organisation's whole supply chain, a process referred to as sustainable supply chain management (SSCM). The implementation of SCM and sustainability is, however, an extremely complex undertaking. Through an extensive literature review and detailed interviews, this research has identified the conditions and strategies for achieving SSCM within construction organisations. The research also investigated the meaning, barriers, enablers, issues, tools and techniques for achieving successful SCM and SSCM. The study was based on the perspectives of senior managers of exemplary organisations with a proven track record in sustainability and SCM. It has been possible to identify best practice from which other organisations can learn, thus supporting the industry in the move towards more sustainable construction practices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increased environmental, social and economic impacts of the construction industry and its products have fuelled the demand for sustainable construction.1 During the 1990s and in response to perceived recurrent problems of poor quality of work, budget constraints in the public sectors,2–4 under-performance, low productivity, low profit margins, adversarial relationships and the fragmented nature of the construction industry, various UK government reports and initiatives concurrently suggested that the industry would benefit from adopting better sustainable construction and supply chain management (SCM).5,6 SCM has thus become an important aspect of construction performance in the UK. Recent developments include

(a) a proliferation of various forms of SCM and procurement in the construction industry

(b) traditional performance measures (time, quality and cost) being expanded to include additional factors such as environmental and social measures7

(c) the importance of suppliers' sustainability performance becoming one of the key aspects of tender selection criteria8

(d) many large construction companies developing a variety of tools, policies and strategies that measure and demonstrate their performance.9

There is growing awareness that sustainability cannot be achieved by organisations’ actions in isolation. They need to work in partnership with other members of the supply chain to develop products and services based on environmental integrity, social equity and commercial viability.10 Accordingly, many frameworks for implementing sustainability at the business strategic level (e.g. Sigma11 and The Natural Step12) advocate the integration of sustainability within SCM. This perception is increasingly being shared among early adopters of sustainable concept (e.g. The Body Shop, B&Q and Pilkington) and sustainable construction (e.g. Balfour Beatty, Carillion and Amec). The concepts of sustainability and SCM are, however, extremely complex and problems exist when theory is being translated into practice.13 To achieve sustainable construction and SCM, there is consensus that the government must take the lead through its spending power and legislation.

Sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) has been defined in the context of this research as: identification of problematic economic, social and environmental issues throughout the supply chain; assessment of their potential impact and risks; and development of measures to enhance impact and mitigate risk.13 There is, however, still on-going debate into how best to implement SCM and sustainability as separate concepts, let alone through an integrated approach to SSCM. The merging of these two concepts does not help to improve understanding or make practical application easier. In recent years, there has been considerable research into the separate issues of sustainability and SCM; however, the concept of SSCM is still in its embryonic stage. Carter et al.14 recommended in-depth research into SSCM tools and strategies, aimed at developing a better understanding of benefits and barriers of SSCM at company level. A review of recent literature indicates that SSCM has become a major focus in many industries with the construction industry lagging behind. There are, however, some proactive construction organisations (albeit large organisations) that are addressing aspects of SSCM, but little research to document this trend.

The aim of the current study was to establish the conditions and strategies for achieving SSCM in the construction industry. To achieve this, the research investigated SCM and SSCM definitions, barriers, enablers, issues, tools and techniques.
The UK construction industry is, however, extremely complex and embraces civil engineering, building engineering, manufacture, waste management, maintenance of roads and the process sector.\textsuperscript{16} Even though the modes of execution are comparable, the scale, complexity and intricacy within the multitude of supply chains for construction products and services differ considerably.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, the implementation of sustainability and SCM is still confined within the remit of a few proactive large construction companies (notably those with government as major clients). The complexity of the UK industry, the novelty of SSCM and the need for an in-depth study of exemplar organisations justify a focus on a specific sector. An example is road maintenance, where governmental bodies such as local authorities and the Highways Agency are the main clients with clearly identifiable supply chains.

2. METHODOLOGY
A case-study-based research methodology was adopted and comprised a combination of data derived from (a) an extensive literature review of academic journals, company archives and information (see section 3) and (b) in-depth semi-structured interviews (see section 4) with three clients, three suppliers, three contractors and two subcontractors within the road maintenance sector. There are two main reasons for focus on the road maintenance sector: the characteristics of the road maintenance sector and the sustainability issues addressed within the sector are similar to those of the construction industry as a whole; and there is evidence of well-established SCM techniques (long-term strategic partnering) within the sector.

The research explored the perceptions of the parties involved at the key interfaces of SCM. A case study approach was used for the investigation, mainly due to the need to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events.\textsuperscript{17} As can be seen from Table 1, a total of 19 staff (from 11 companies) involved in developing and implementing sustainable construction and SCM strategies were interviewed. The sample comprised respondents who perform different functions in their organisations at different levels of the supply chain. The companies studied were chosen as exemplars of sustainable construction implementation both within their organisations and throughout their supply chain. Good practice was thus identified from which other organisations could learn, improve and encourage the industry as a whole to implement SSCM. Access was provided by clients and contractors to their key suppliers and subcontractors; however, only five of these agreed to be interviewed.

This research is based on the opinion of senior managers, from exemplary organisations within the highways maintenance sector, on issues relating to SCM and SSCM, including procurement, environment, health and safety and marketing. The research does not purport to be an exhaustive analysis of the entire road maintenance sector, but provides indicative trends within the sector. The findings are not, however, restricted to that sector. Most of the issues raised are generic to the whole construction industry and most of the interviewed suppliers and subcontractors tended to work across the industry and not just with the main clients and contractors involved in this sector.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Based on the premise that successful SSCM relies on well-established SCM processes, this section reviews literature regarding SCM definitions, barriers, enablers and conditions for success as well as related sustainability issues, tools and techniques and conditions for successful SSCM.

3.1. Sustainable construction
Since the Brundtland Report\textsuperscript{18} in 1987, there has been increased recognition of construction’s important role within sustainable development. Adetunji \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{9} surveyed the top 45 construction contractors in a review of construction’s engagement with sustainability. The research also identified a range of sustainability issues that need to be considered and concluded that from an economic perspective, greater emphasis needs to be given to whole-life costs and from an environment perspective, there is a need to reduce the consumption of energy, carbon, waste and materials. However, the industry has yet to understand fully how to deal with many of the emerging social issues such as health, well-being and equity. Although many of the impacts can be dealt with at an organisational level, greater benefits can be achieved if responsibility is taken through the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Business type</th>
<th>No. of employees</th>
<th>Environmental manager</th>
<th>Health and safety environmental manager</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Contract manager</th>
<th>Procurement manager</th>
<th>Marketing manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>&gt; 12 000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Subcontractor</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>&gt; 2500</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>&gt; 1800</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>&gt; 4000</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Subcontractor</td>
<td>&gt; 500</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>&gt; 300</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of companies interviewed
supply chain: end-users can make energy savings during the operating stage, contractors can improve safety and reduce waste, architects and engineers can produce more sustainable design, and suppliers can responsibly source materials.

3.2. Background to SCM issues and terminology

Increasing global competition, cost pressure and market uncertainty\(^1\) have contributed to the pursuit of SCM based on the premise that potential exists to improve customer service, reduce costs and achieve sustainable competitive advantage through upstream and downstream collaboration throughout the value chain.\(^2\) The key issues addressed\(^3\)–\(^6\) within SCM have been collated and are depicted in Fig. 1, which illustrates how many of the issues are interrelated and impact upon one another. Those having the greater dependency are shown closer together.

SCM-related literature contains many definitions and there is neither a universally adopted definition nor certainty on its practical application.\(^7\) The diversity and complexity of business philosophy embodied in the concept is reflected in the plethora of SCM definitions and confusion surrounding its practical application. In an attempt to clarify debate, several authors\(^8\)–\(^10\) have reviewed various definitions for SCM.\(^8\)–\(^10\) Research suggests that these variations in definitions and terminologies are mainly based on different standpoints from which it is approached.\(^11\)–\(^13\) Fig. 2 illustrates the perspectives of SCM from the public sector and construction and manufacturing industries. The main reason for the different perspectives between construction and manufacturing may lie in the differing emphasis on product or process between the two industries.

3.3. The dilemma of achieving SCM in the construction industry

The introduction of construction SCM advocates changes in culture and behaviour that have historically tended to be adversarial, short term and opportunistic. Major studies in the construction industry\(^5\)–\(^6\) have suggested that the industry (plagued by a fluctuating demand cycle, uncertain production condition, fragmentised production process and adversarial relationships) can potentially benefit from SCM.\(^3,4\) Over recent years, there has been a proliferation of SCM research and practice resulting in the implantation of several techniques to varying degrees of success. While SCM can deliver many benefits,\(^12\)–\(^14\) it has proved very difficult to implement\(^15\) and uptake throughout the industry has been conspicuously low.\(^16\) Recent studies have demonstrated that only a few UK major construction clients and contractors have successfully implemented SCM as an integrated part of their business strategy for procuring projects.\(^17\)

According to Gattorna et al.,\(^15\) the two main weaknesses of SCM are: (a) the difficulty in creating and maintaining a shared vision and strategy; and (b) achieving and maintaining significant behavioural change both internally and externally. Other research has indicated there is little evidence of trust and commitment is virtually non-existent in many collaborative activities.\(^18\) During periods of significant culture change, organisations and individuals often fear a loss of power and find it difficult to adapt to the new ethos of openness and cost transparency.\(^19\) Suppliers also often fear that open-book approaches are not really used to gain mutual benefits but rather as a means of reducing already thin profit margins. They often initially view the relationship as more of a win–lose situation rather than the win–win situation purported by most SCM literature. A number of studies have also shown that the costs associated with such improvement activities are biased towards suppliers while the benefits are skewed towards the customer.\(^20\) The achievement of both internal and external alignment is rarely attributable to: a traditional reliance on price as a barometer for success, historical fragmentation of delivery systems and adversarial relationships;\(^21\) the temporary and one-off nature of most construction projects;\(^22\) and the belief that trading partners are interchangeable. These dilemmas justify the need to investigate further the main schools of thought relating to successful implementation of SCM.

---

**Fig. 1. Key SCM issues**

![Key SCM issues diagram](image-url)
3.4. Successful SCM in the construction industry: two opposing schools of thought

The debate on how SCM can be achieved in the construction industry is far from over but it is an area where rhetoric appears to be moving ahead of reality.35,44 The literature relating to the conditions for successful SCM in the construction industry can be divided into two main schools of thought as depicted in Fig. 3 and explained below.13,14

3.4.1. School of thought A: operational efficiency and effectiveness by way of collaboration based on equitable relationships. Most construction literature falls into school of thought A, where the general tenet is that integration and cooperation is the solution to fragmentation,31 adversarial culture and low profit margins.5,6 A number of factors such as trust,45 commitment46 and win–win scenarios have been identified as crucial. Trust in this sense means that parties act towards mutual benefits, while commitment is based on the belief that the trading partners are willing to devote energy to sustaining the relationship. A win–win scenario for all parties can be used to safeguard against the tendency simply to act as opportunistic and encourages the various parties to work hard towards a common goal. This approach takes a remarkably benign view of developing and maintaining inter-organisation relationships,25 which are often not easy to achieve. While this approach may be appropriate for certain players under certain circumstances, they are unlikely to be appropriate for all players in all circumstances due to the nature and complexity of the construction process.15

3.4.2. School of thought B: strategic efficiency and effectiveness by way of collaboration based on power relations. School of thought B argues that there is a flaw in the assumption that successful SCM, based on trust and equitable relationships, is achievable in all situations47 and amenable to all construction processes. It suggests that successful SCM is achieved through collaboration based on a power regime. This occurs when a dominant player is strategically placed and creates a structural hierarchy of relatively dependent suppliers who pose no threat to the flow of value appropriation and are forced to pass value to the dominant player.48,49 High purchasing power, regularity and predictability of workload and extensive
knowledge of the construction process are all seen as significant intervening factors, which determine whether or not proactive SCM approaches can be implemented.13 These factors provide buyers (clients) with power and the ability to work in a proactive and collaborative manner with trading parties, to achieve its procurement best-value objectives.

3.4.3. Areas of consensus between the two schools of thought. Both schools of thought, however, concur on some issues50 such as: internal and external alignment through coordinated teams and cross-functional integration to ensure flexible, adaptive and open organisations; appropriate exchange of information and knowledge transfer leading to innovation; effective communication in terms of frequency and quality of information;51 willingness to share information to improve overall performance;16 commitment to common goal and mutual support;49 and continuous innovative effort. This review raised an additional research question concerning the interplay of the mode of cooperation (equity and/or power relationship) in the context of successful SSCM.

3.5. Sustainability and SCM concepts
Increasing global awareness, driven by the ‘global agenda for change’,18 capacity building, and a proliferation of legislation have put considerable pressure on industries worldwide. Grounded on a well-articulated business case, more companies are proactively implementing sustainability objectives through their business processes. Greater awareness of the need to involve the supply chain as part of a company’s wider corporate sustainability agenda is, however, required.10 Many studies have documented the environmental, social and economic performance of the construction industry and advocated significant change,1,13 however, most of the research into SSCM relates to other industries rather than construction. Construction-related research has tended to focus on specific operational and tactical aspects of SCM as sustainable issues53 such as: client-contractor relationships,43 main contractor and subcontractor/supplier interfaces,29,54 environmental performance,12 and sustainable construction. In order to aid the construction industry’s transition to SSCM, the review of extensive literature discussed so far has facilitated the development of the model in Fig. 4. This illustrates the development of SCM and transition to SSCM.

3.6. Interview questions emerging from the literature review
This section summarises key issues that emerged during the review of literature and the resulting interview questions that were subsequently explored within the case study organisations.

Q1: How is the concept of sustainability and supply chain management understood within the case study organisations?

3.6.1. Functions/departments involved in implementing SSCM. Successful SCM demands effective and close alignment of various functional units such as purchasing, logistics, marketing and manufacturing as well as suppliers and transportation providers.56–58 SSCM widens the scope to include other departments and functions such as environmental, health and safety, contract management, training and development, research and development and human resources.14

Q2: To what extent are these functions/departments involved in integrating sustainability issues within the case study organisations?

3.6.2. Sustainability issues for SCM. Within the construction industry, there is a wealth of information on the generic sustainability issues relevant to the construction industry.1,59–61 The principal issues associated with the key sustainable construction themes of the UK Government’s sustainable development objectives have been mapped out and collated in Table 2.

Fig. 4. Development of SCM and transition into SSCM
### Key theme | Principal issues
--- | ---
**Economic sustainability**<br>1.0 Maintenance of high and stable levels of local economic growth and employment | Improved productivity<br>Consistent profit growth<br>Employee satisfaction<br>Supplier satisfaction<br>Client satisfaction<br>Minimising defects<br>Shorter and more predictable completion time<br>Lower cost projects with increased cost predictability<br>Delivering services that provide best value to clients and focus on developing client business<br>Company reporting<br>1.3 Monitoring and reporting performance | Benchmarking performance<br>2.2 Protecting and enhancing biodiversity | Habitat creation and environmental improvement<br>Protection of sensitive ecosystems through good construction practices and supervision

**Environmental sustainability**<br>2.0 Effective protection of the environment | Minimising polluting emissions<br>Preventing nuisance from noise and dust by good site and depot management<br>Waste minimisation and elimination<br>Preventing pollution incidents and breaches of environmental regulations<br>Habitat creation and environmental improvement<br>Protection of sensitive ecosystems through good construction practices and supervision<br>2.3 Transport planning | Green transport plan for sites and business activities<br>3.0 Prudent use of natural resources | Energy efficient depots and sites<br>Reduced energy consumption in business activities<br>Design for whole-life costs<br>Use of local supplies and materials with low embodied energy<br>Lean design and construction avoiding waste<br>Use of recycled/sustainability sourced products<br>Water conservation<br>Waste minimisation and management

**Social sustainability**<br>4.0 Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone | Provision of effective training and appraisals<br>Equitable terms and conditions<br>Participation in decision-making<br>Minimising local nuisance and disruption<br>Provision of equal opportunities<br>Health, safety and conducive working environment<br>Maintaining morale and employee satisfaction<br>Participation in decision-making<br>Minimising local nuisance and disruption<br>4.1 Respect for staff | Provision of effective training and appraisals<br>Equitable terms and conditions<br>Participation in decision-making<br>Minimising local nuisance and disruption<br>4.2 Working with local communities and road users | Minimising traffic disruptions and delays<br>Building effective channels of communication<br>Contributing to the local economy through local employment and procurement<br>Delivering services to enhance the local environment<br>Building long-term relationships with clients<br>Building long-term relationships with local suppliers<br>Corporate citizenship<br>Delivering services that provide best value to clients and focus on developing client business<br>Contributing to sustainable development globally<br>4.3 Partnership working | Corporate citizenship<br>Delivering services that provide best value to clients and focus on developing client business<br>Contributing to sustainable development globally<br>

Q3: Is the full spectrum of issues usually implied by the term ‘sustainability’ being addressed within the case organisations?

3.6.3. Enablers and barriers to SSCM. SSCM research in other industries suggests potential benefits and pitfalls. As the sustainability performance of supply chains becomes more important to companies, various techniques are being introduced for better understanding of the issues, assessing the risks, monitoring suppliers’ performance and raising standards along the chain. Research indicates that most of these tools are still at an embryonic stage of development and there is still some degree of uncertainty regarding which are the most practical, credible, efficient and cost effective. In addition, the choice of tools for individual firms depends on organisation culture, market position and sustainability issues most exposed to.
Q4: What are the drivers, benefits, barriers, tools and techniques used within case study organisations to integrate sustainability issues in their supply chain? Do the sustainability issues exposed to culture and market position of individual organisations impact on the choice of tools and techniques?

3.6.4. Conditions for successful SSCM. The previous discussion on inter-firm relationships (Fig. 3) has been based on literature relating to successful integration of environmental issues within SCM. Innovative approaches to reducing packaging in the healthcare and retail sectors provide good examples of collaboration based on trust and equity. Examples of collaboration based on dominance and power regimes include how Toyota successfully achieves its ‘lean’ and environmental management objectives and how B&Q successfully integrates environment and wider sustainability objectives throughout their supply chains. This evidence suggests that the diffusion of environmental objectives differs between industries and supply chains with different structural formations and the effectiveness of green purchasing policies varies between contexts.18

It is imperative that certain conditions are met for effective SSCM. A review of related literature13,14,63 suggests that conditions such as top-level leadership, cross-functional teams and effective communication (see Table 3 for full lists) are required for successful implementation of SSCM. These conditions were examined and validated within the case study organisations and the outcomes are summarised in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>SSCM conditions</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Top-level leadership</td>
<td>High: it is common practice that senior management meet regularly to discuss progress and set targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cross-functional integration</td>
<td>Moderate: some functions are more involved than the others. Although there is evidence of horizontal structure, the historical dichotomy between departments and functions still persists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Effective communication</td>
<td>High: there are well-established modes of both internal and external communications, for example periodic meetings, annual communication day to engage all stakeholders, and information on the intranet, extranet and internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Multiple information channels</td>
<td>High: there is substantial evidence, for example mission statements, codes of conduct, meetings, questionnaires, contract conditions, supplier newsletters, and periodic performance reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Effective processes for targeting, selecting, working with and evaluating suppliers/ subcontractors</td>
<td>High: evidence suggests a host of advanced and innovative tools and strategies. Moderate: not in all cases. There is a reluctance to reduce the number of suppliers and subcontractors. Moderate: the process is highly geared towards the environmental aspect of sustainability and less on other aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Must target first-tier suppliers, contractors/ subcontractors</td>
<td>Moderate: not necessarily based on environmental issues alone but as well as (if not more on) price commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Incorporate sustainability issues as part of supplier solicitation, selection and monitoring to ensure that only sustainability-aware suppliers approach them for business</td>
<td>High: but the focus is more on environmental aspects and less on other aspects of sustainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Integration into existing SCM processes</td>
<td>High: the relationship is based on continuous improvement; as a result there is a business improvement department with senior management involvement. Employees are encouraged and rewarded for innovative ideas. Moderate: not necessarily based on environmental issues alone but as well as (if not more on) price commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ensure continuous improvement</td>
<td>Moderate: not necessarily based on environmental issues alone but as well as (if not more on) price commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Willingness to end relationships which fail repeatedly to meet environmental expectations</td>
<td>High: various innovation in material and construction processes are evidence of collaborations among the parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Allow for collaboration and joint problem-solving</td>
<td>Low: the process is mainly geared towards reducing cost for and meeting the client’s public services agreement (PSA) targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Process must be rewarding for all parties</td>
<td>High: there is very strong evidence of partnership culture and most of the parties interviewed are regarded as the pioneers of strategic partnering in the sector. Contracts are awarded through strategic partnering on a 5-year term maintenance contract (local authorities) or management agent contractor (MAC in the Highways Agency). With these arrangements, contractors, suppliers and subcontractors work together to achieve clients objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Partnership culture</td>
<td>Moderate: evidence from a few subcontractors and suppliers suggest an arm’s-length relationship with their clients and/or contractors. In general, there seems to be an element of trust and honesty. However, this assertion is purely based on the fact that most of the parties interviewed have been working together for over 10 years and one of the contractors described their relationship with clients as ‘closely tight’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Transparency and trust among all the parties involved</td>
<td>Moderate: although a shared vision and strategy exists, the cultural barriers and the historic division of functions and departments make this difficult to maintain and execute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Shared vision and strategy</td>
<td>Moderate: although a shared vision and strategy exists, the cultural barriers and the historic division of functions and departments make this difficult to maintain and execute.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Assessment of the conditions for SSCM
Q5: To what extent do these conditions exist and which type of inter-firm relationship exists in the case study organisations that facilitate the diffusion of sustainability issues within the supply chain?

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Based on in-depth semi-structured interviews, the answers to the above five research questions can be summarised as follows.

4.1. Understanding of the concept

The initial stage of the study explored the interviewees’ understanding of SCM, sustainable construction and SSCM. The clients’ descriptions of SCM reflected the public sector’s perspective while contractors’ descriptions tended to follow the construction industry’s perspective, as shown in Fig. 2. There is a general consensus among all parties that sustainability is a complex and cross-cutting concept. It was recognised, however, that sustainability comprises three components: environmental, social and economic issues. With the exception of the subcontractors, one supplier and one contractor, all the interviewees confirmed that their organisations have developed sustainability strategies and produced documentation to prove this. There is evidence that all have either environmental management system (EMS) certification to ISO 14001 or in-house EMS systems. The term SSCM is generally unknown but there is a very high level of awareness of green procurement, green purchasing and environmental supply chain management. This is understandable, as these are common terms within the clients’ organisations (public sector) and the reflection of the scope of sustainability issues addressed with the SCM.

4.2. Sustainability issues addressed

There appears to be a lack of integration of the wide spectrum of sustainability issues within SCM and a focus on environmental issues, possibly due to the clients’ green procurement policy (the ‘Greening Government’ programme focuses on the incorporation of environmental concerns into public procurement) and the high exposure of the sector to environmental legislations (as many similarities exist between the waste management and road maintenance sectors). The analysis of the sustainability issues addressed within the supply chain mainly focussed on the environmental aspect of sustainability that can yield economic rewards. Examples of these were waste management to reduce landfill tax, recycling initiatives, material innovation, pollution avoidance, reduction of generic construction material usage (water, energy), transport policy (to minimise disruption to road users during road works) and so on. The only social issue being addressed appeared to focus on health and safety, possibly due to poor health and safety records in the industry.

4.3. Functions/departments involved in integrating sustainability issues in the SCM

The research results indicate that some of these departments/functions are more involved than the others, as shown in Fig. 5. The most involved department/function is the procurement/purchasing department while the least involved is the human resources department. This finding is consistent with the common perception within the construction industry that environmental concerns are more tangible than the social aspect of sustainability.

4.4. Drivers for integrating sustainability issues in SCM

The research has also demonstrated the power of clients to initiate change. Several of the contractors, subcontractors and suppliers suggested that clients’ requests for better environmental and health and safety performance have yielded major influence in getting support at board level, the main catalyst for achieving environmental management accreditation to ISO 14001. Some, with the exception of the subcontractors, indicate that their organisations also have or are in the process of working towards third-party accreditations such as Investors in People, Quality Management ISO 9000: 2000, and health and safety (RoSPA and/or OHSAS). The research suggests that the main drivers are: achieving best value for the client; meeting clients’ targets; minimising risk; compliance with environmental legislation and contractual requirements; maximising added value; reducing total cost across the entire trading process; and gaining competitive advantage. These drivers can be broadly grouped into customer focus, cost leverage and environmental innovation.

4.5. Benefits of integrating sustainability issues in SCM

The supply chain provides the focus for any organisation seeking to improve the social, environmental and economic performance of its operations. Substantial business benefits can be achieved through a combination of leadership commitment, practical initiatives and improved systems and processes. Most of the respondents indicated a positive impact on the economic bottom line and cited several business benefits such as improved image, legislative compliance and cost savings, as shown in Fig. 4. This suggests that business value can result from the successful integration of environmental/sustainability issues throughout the supply chain.

4.6. Barriers to integrating sustainability issues in SCM

The respondents conveyed a number of barriers to overcome when collaborating on environmental/sustainability initiatives. The findings pointed to some intriguing problems. The cited major barriers included: the difficulty of achieving behavioural
and cultural change; procurement restriction; cost issues; commercial risks; clients' unwillingness to pay a premium for sustainable construction innovation; and rigid specifications. These and other challenges are outlined below.

\(a\) Restriction of World Trade Organisation (WTO) and European Union (EU) legislation on procurement: the UK public sector's SSCM is restricted by the global and continental trade rules such as the government procurement agreement, and the EU Treaty, which both mandate 'open tendering' and nondiscrimination procurement practices for the member countries.

\(b\) Laxity of procurement policy: the UK government's procurement policy is mainly based on the concept of 'value for money'. Due to the devolved nature of procurement responsibilities, however, the scope of its practical application mainly depends on the different levels of government and specific department. This appears to be a major barrier to SSCM. There is still no 'level playing field' as procurement practices have largely been focused on price whereas the commitment to sustainability issues has been an act of faith rather than a contractual deliverable.

\(c\) Symbolic quality submission: pre-selection systems tend to accept 'just enough' as the pass mark and then allow the next phase of the tender process to be awarded primarily on a cost basis which does not reward those companies 'making a real difference'.

\(d\) Low-risk culture: there is a general perception that clients are unwilling to take or share risks and opt for tried and tested materials and construction processes.

\(e\) Cost of innovation and commercial risk: clients are sometimes unwilling to share the cost or pay a premium for sustainable construction innovation. Because of commercial risk, and a long history of conservative and adversarial relationship, suppliers do not always share certain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-qualification assessment</td>
<td>This includes qualitative (essay format, e.g. quality submission) and quantitative (rating of statements, e.g. capability assessment toolkit) methods. The quality submission is common within the local authority contracts, which demand written statements from contractors on a set of issues such as design, recycling initiatives, innovation in material use and other environmental issues. Very recently, the Highways Agency introduced CAT, a self-assessment tool covering such issues as internal resources, partnering, processes, people, strategy and planning, direction and leadership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-party certification</td>
<td>This includes ISO 14001 Environmental standard. Many clients insist that their contractors and suppliers meet this standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-qualification database</td>
<td>Details include contractors, suppliers and subcontractors that meet legislative requirement, high environmental management standard with proven records of technical ability and innovation. This is undertaken through questionnaires and interviews on environmental policy, awareness and achievements, and working conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous improvement agreement</td>
<td>Procurement contracts for supply chain parties to work with clients to continuously improve the environmental performance and achieving the governmental public sector agreement (PSA) are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural code of practice</td>
<td>Where appropriate, projects are registered on the considerate contractor scheme (CCS). The CCS is a voluntary initiative for better site management to reduce site noise and nuisance and waste and to improve working relationships between contractors and subcontractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement and contract guidelines</td>
<td>Handbooks containing procurement procedures, environmental requirements, environmental manual containing a list of hazardous substances to be avoided, vehicle procurement specifications and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic alliance and partnering</td>
<td>Contracts are awarded to contractors on a 5-year basis through strategic alliance. Partnering between contractors and first-tier subcontractors and suppliers, where appropriate, is common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of performance</td>
<td>This is a crucial part of the management process. Examples of tools used for validations are reviewing questionnaires and documentation from contractors, subcontractors and suppliers, site visits, third-party audits, and measurement of contract performance using jointly agreed indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and communication</td>
<td>Third party and in-house training on such issues as environmental and health and safety issues. Communication materials such as Toolbox talks, workshops, brochures, information on the internet and intranets, and newsletters are commonly used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with supply chain</td>
<td>Collaborating on R&amp;D, development of environmentally efficient products, waste management systems, to meet environmental targets and so on. There are hosts of examples of innovation through collaboration in the area of waste management, resources use and material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational integrity</td>
<td>Contractors are required to work toward ISO 14001 certification for their depots. Individual businesses within the group set up their own management systems to comply with the parent company’s environmental requirements. Use of environmental coordinators at various levels working closely with procurement and marketing departments is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing specifications</td>
<td>For product and services this is a useful tool for influencing the supply chains. Examples of purchasing specifications involve restriction on certain environmental damaging substances, amount of recycling material use, whole-life costing outcome and so on.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 4. Inventory of tools and techniques within case study organisations |
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commercial information and hence there are practical limits to transparency and an open-book approach.

4.7. Tools and strategy used for implementing SSCM
The research findings suggest the existence of wide-ranging, advanced and innovative SSCM tools and techniques in operation. These tools and techniques, however, mainly focus on environmental aspects and not on other aspects of sustainability issues. The research demonstrated a high culture of health and safety and environmental consciousness within the case study organisations, possibly due to the sector’s high exposure to environmental, health and safety issues and the client’s green procurement strategy. The high exposure and client’s market position appear to have influenced the choice of tools and strategies as more importance is placed on achieving third-party certification. The inventory of tools and techniques used within the sector is presented in Table 4.

4.8. Assessment of the conditions for SSCM and type of inter-firm relationships
This assessment was based on the discussions and observations during the interviews and on the review of literature and documents from the case study organisations. The conditions for SSCM are assessed on a three-point scale: namely high, medium and low. The inter-firm relationship observed in the supply chain network has the characteristics of structural dominance and power regime (school of thought B in Fig. 3). This structural dominance exists in the client–contractor relationships and the contractor’s network of subcontractors and suppliers’ relationships. This situation is referred to as extended buyer (client) dominance. Such an environment is argued to be one of the most conducive environments for successful implementation of SCM in the construction industry. In the road maintenance sector, there are very few major contractors and the only sources of revenue are government agencies (such as local authorities and the Highways Agency). The client’s main priority is to maintain the road network within budget with minimal disruptions to road users and low environmental impacts.

The large volume and regularity of workload, extensive knowledge of the road maintenance process and the high revenue dependence of the main contractors and their supplier chain networks have helped clients to achieve their business objective, that is obtaining ‘value for money’. The Highways Agency, through extended structural dominance, is able to control its supply chain by adopting a long-term strategic partnering arrangement with the contractor. The main contractor selection criteria, apart from cost, are evidence of: environmental policy; innovation in material and construction process; supply chain network of subcontractors and suppliers; and health and safety performance of the main contractors. The contractor is also able to leverage power on its selected/preferred supply chain network of subcontractors and suppliers through regularity of workload, high purchasing power and extensive knowledge of the maintenance process. This approach is highly proactive and enables the clients to directly manage the upstream and indirectly manage the downstream supply chains and facilitate the diffusion of environmental/sustainability issues.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The terms SCM and SSCM are evolving concepts and SSCM can be defined as: identification of problematic economic, social and environmental issues throughout the supply chain; assessment of their potential impact and risks; and development of measures to enhance impact and mitigate risk. Through extensive literature review and detailed interviews, this research has established the conditions and strategies for achieving SSCM in the construction industry. The research also investigated the meaning, barriers and enablers, issues, tools and techniques for achieving successful SCM and SSCM, based on the perspectives of senior managers from exemplar organisations with a proven track record in implementing sustainability issues and good supply chain management.

Within the investigated sector, the study revealed a general understanding of sustainability and supply chain concepts. However, the term SSCM is relatively unknown or considered from the perspective of green procurement/purchasing. This is consistent with the SSCM practice found within the organisations studied, the main reasons being clients’ green procurement strategies and the potentially high environmental impact by this sector. The study observed a high culture of health and safety and environmental consciousness within the case study organisations, due to the sector’s high exposure to environmental, health and safety issues. The high exposure and clients’ market position appeared to have influenced the choice of tools and strategies, as more importance is placed on achieving third-party certification and meeting clients’ targets. The research findings suggest the existence of a spectrum of advanced and innovative SSCM tools and techniques in operation such as strategic alliance, pre-qualification assessment, third parties certification, validation of performance, continuous improvement agreement and so on, as collated in Table 4.

This research has examined the debate on the uncertainty regarding the circumstances amenable to achieving SCM in the construction industry. In this context, two schools of thought for achieving SCM were found in the literature, as depicted in Fig. 3. Due to the nature and complexity of many construction processes, SCM relationships within the industry are, more often than not, based on dominance and power regime as confirmed in the study. The inter-firm relationships observed in the supply chain network possess the characteristics of extended structural dominance and power regime and provide the environment for the diffusion of sustainability issues. Most of the respondents indicated a positive impact on the bottom line and cited several business benefits, as shown in Fig. 4. This indicates that a well-crafted and successful integration of environmental/sustainability issues throughout the supply chain can create business value. SSCM therefore provides a rare opportunity to create value; however, the construction industry needs to fully embrace SSCM if it is to achieve sustainable construction.
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